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Abstract 
Given a finite set T of positive integers, with 0 E T, a T-coloring of a graph G = (V, E) is 
a functionf: V -+ No such that for each {x, y} E E If(x) -f(y)l#T. The T-span is the difference 
between the largest and smallest colors and the T-span of G is the minimum span over all 
T-colorings of G. We show that the problem to find the T-span for a complete graph is 
NP-complete. 
1. Introduction 
1. I. Problem dejinition 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and let T be a set of positive integers, with 0 E T. 
A T-coloring is a function f which assigns to each vertex x E I/ a positive integer such 
that {x,y} EE implies If(x) -f(y)l$T. 
T-colorings arose from the channel assignment problem (see [2,6]). The spun of 
a T-coloring is defined by 
~PT,Y(G) = xmy; If(x) -Al, 
and the T-span ofG is the minimum span of a T-coloring of G, denoted by sp, (G). If 
T = {0}, then the T-coloring is the same as an ordinary coloring. In this case, 
spT(G) = x(G) - 1 where x(G) is the chromatic number of G. Therefore, the problem 
to find sp,(G) in general is NP-complete. 
We study the problem to find sp, (K,) for a complete graph K, with n vertices. The 
simplest algorithm for a complete graph is the greedy algorithm. In each step, the 
smallest possible color that will not violate the definition of a T-coloring is chosen. 
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The greedy T-coloring does not always obtain the optimum span. For T = (0, 1,4,5} 
and n = 3, the greedy T-coloring uses colors {0,2, S} and the optimum T-coloring 
{0,3,6} achieves spT(K3) = 6 [9]. For other results about T-colorings, we refer to 
[1,3,7,8,11,12]. 
The T-coloring problem on complete graphs was mentioned as an open problem by 
Roberts [lo]. Using a reduction from CLIQUE, independently GrLf [5] proved the 
NP-completeness of T-coloring on complete graphs where T,,,, a finite set of positive 
allowed distances, satisfies max Tall = O(IT,,J3). In our paper, we give a direct 
reduction from 3-SAT. We show that the T-coloring problem on complete graphs 
remains NP-complete even if max Tall = O(lT,,,I). 
2. First results 
In this section, we give two new results about T-colorings for general graphs 
G = (V, E). Later, we use these results in the proof of our NP-completeness result. 
Moreover, we give an upper bound for the T-span of G. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, let T be a finite set of positive integers, with 
0 E T, and let f be a T-coloring with k = minxeY f (x) > 0. Then, f’ dejined by 
f’(x) =f(x) - k’is also a T-coloring with spT,f,(G) = spT,/.(G). 
Proof. Let {x, y} E E with x # y. Since fis a T-coloring, we get 
If’(x) -f’(y)1 = If(x) - k -f(y) + 4 = I.04 -flus’. 
In addition, we have f’(x) =f(x) - k 3 k - k = 0. Therefore, f’ is also a T-coloring. 
Furthermore, the span off’ is equal to the span off: 0 
We call a T-coloring minimal if the color 0 is used inf: Using the assertion above, we 
may consider only minimal T-colorings. We note that in a minimal T-coloring for 
a complete graph, each color f(x) # 0 must be an allowed distance. In other words, 
f(x)$T for each vertex x in K, with f(x) # 0. Furthermore, we obtain for each vertex 
0 <f(x) < sPT,f ((3. 
The next lemma shows that there is symmetric relation about the T-colorings. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, let T be a jinite set of positive integers, with 
0 E T, and let f be a minimal T-coloring for G with span spT,J. (G). Then, f’ defined by 
f’(x) = spT,f (G) -f(x) is also a minimal T-coloring with spT,s, (G) = spT,I (G). 
Proof. Let {x, y} E E with x # y. Since f is a T-coloring, we get 
If’(x) -f’(y)1 = IsPT,J(G) -f(x) --vT,~(G) +f(y)I = If(x) -f(y)l#T. 
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Since f is a minimal T-coloring, f’(x) = spT,f (G) -f(x) 3 0. Therefore, f’ is also 
a T-coloring and ,~pr,~, (G) = spT,/ (G). 0 
An interesting bound for the minimum span of an arbitrary graph is given in the 
next theorem. The assertion has the implication that the minimum span is bounded by 
a polynomial in 1 T 1 and 1 V I. 
Theorem 2.3 (Tesman [ 111). 
VT(G) < ITl.(x(G) - 1) 
where x(G) is the chromatic number of G. 
3. Main result 
In this section, we show that the T-coloring problem remains NP-complete for 
a complete graph. As decision problem, we use the following formulation. 
T-Coloring 
Instance: A finite set T of positive integers, with 0 E T, a complete graph K, with 
n vertices and a bound K E N. 
Question: Is there a T-coloring f with spT, s (K,) < K? 
We use a transformation from the NP-complete 3-Satisfiability problem 
(for short 3-SAT) to the T-coloring problem (cf. [4] for 3-SAT). The instance 
of 3-SAT is given by a formula ci A ... A C, with Ci = (yi, i V yi.2 V yi,3) and 
yi,jEX = (%,%> ... > x,,x,}. We assume that m > n and that for the number n, 
lo”<n<+.lo”+’ 
(a + 1 gives the length of the decimal representation of n). Moreover, we assume that 
in the last clause c,, the first literal y,, 1 must get the truth value true. 
By a simple transformation, we show that this restricted 3-SAT problem remains 
NP-complete. In three transformation steps we achieve these restrictions. For the last 
restriction we add two clauses (6 V 6 V 6) and (a V b V b) where a and b are new 
variables. If we have 4 10a+’ < n < 10afl, then we take copies c, . . . ,C, with new 
variables x,+ 1 +i instead of xi. Then the new number fi of variables satisfies 
lo”+’ 6 E = 2n + 1 < 2.10”+’ + 1 < 10”+2. 
In the last step, if 2m < 2n + 1 we simply add copies of old clauses until the new 
number vii satisfies ti > 2n + 1 = ti. 
Theorem 3.1. The T-coloring problem restricted to a complete graph is NP-complete. 
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Table 1 
The allowed distance sets T,, , T, 
T, {(O,O,k 1% (O,O,k, 1l)lO < k < n} 
T, i(O> 0, k - L99), (O,O, k, O), (O,O, k, l)/ 1 < k < n} 
T, {(O,Q n, 21)) 
T, {(j,~,n,21)11~j~m,l~I~3} 
T5 ((j,LO,O)ll <j G m - 1,0 Q I G 3}u 
{(j,l,O,O)lO <j G m - X8 Q I,< 9}u{(m,1,0,0)} 
T6 ~(j~~,~-k,11)Iyj,,=x,,l~j~~,1~I~3}~ 
i(j,I,n-k,lO)lyj,,=x,,l <j<m, I<I<~}u 
~~j~~~~-k~lo~l~j~,fx,,~,l~j$m,1~1~3,~~k~n}u 
((j,~,n-k,ll)Iyj,,#x,,~,l <j<m, 1 <1<3,O<k<n} 
Proof. First, the problem is in NP. It is enough to consider minimal T-colorings with 
possible colors (0, . . . ,K}. In the following, we construct a set Tall of allowed 
distances. We use vectors (j, 1, k, u) with 0 < j < m, 0 < 1 < 9, 0 < k < n and 
0 < u < 99 to specify the integers 
j. 1O”+4 + 1. 1O6+3 + k. 10’ + u. 
Then, we define the set 
T = (xl0 6 x < (m,3,nJl)}\T,,,. 
The set Tall consists of several distance sets T1, . . . , T6 which are given in Table 1. 
First, the integer c( with 10” < n < f. lo”+’ can be generated in polynomial time 
and CI = O(log(n)). Clearly, the cardinality of T and each integer in T can be bounded 
by 
(m,3,n,21) < O(m.10” + n) = O(m.n). 
Therefore, the transformation can be done in polynomial time. 
Now, we show the equivalence that there is a solution of the restricted 3-SAT 
instance if and only if there is a T-coloring f for a complete graph with n + m + 3 
vertices and SP~,~ (Kn+m+3) d (m, 1, rr, 21). 
3. I. First direction 
Suppose we have a truth assignment that verifies the clauses. Then we construct 
a feasible T-coloring fin the following way: 
f(l) = 0, 
f(i + 2) = 
i 
(O,O, i, 10) if Xi is true, 
(O,O, i, 11) if Xi is false, 
for 0 d i < n, 
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f(n + 3) = (O,O, n, 21), 
(j, 1, n,21) if yj, 1 is true, 
f(n + 3 + j) = (j,2, n, 21) if Yj, 1 is false, yj.2 is true, for 1 < j < m, 
(j, 3, n, 21) otherwise 
Let A be the used colors in f: In the following, we show by case analysis that all 
distance pairs are allowed. 
Case 1: x = (O,O, k, lh) E A, y = (O,O, k’, lh’) E A and x > y. Since x, y E A and x > y, 
wehaven~k~k’~Oandh,h’~{O,1}.Ifh~h’then~x-y~=(0,O,k-k’,O(h-h’)~ 
T, = T,,,. Ifh<h’thenJx-yl=(O,O,k-k’-1,99)ETzcT,,,. 
Case 2: x = (O,O, n,21) EA,~ = (O,O, k, lh) EA. Clearly, we have n > k > 0 and 
h E (0, l}. In this case, we obtain lx - yl = (0, 0, n - k, l(1 - h)) E T1 c Tall. 
Case 3: x = (j,l,n,21)EA,y = (j’,1’,n,21)EA and x > y. In this case, 
m > j > j’ 2 1 and 1,1’ E { 1,2,3}. If 1 2 l’, then lx - yl = (j - j', 1 - l’, 0,O) E T5 c T,,,. 
If 1 < I’, then lx - yl = (j - j' - 1,10 + 1 - l’,O,O) E T, c T,,,. 
Case 4: x = (j, 1, n, 21) E A, y = (O,O, n, 21) E A. Clearly, we have 1 6 j d m and 
1 d 1 < 3 (for j = m we have 1 = 1). Then, we obtain lx - yl = (j, l,O, 0) E T5. 
Case 5: x=(j,l,n,21)~A,y=(O,O,k,lh)~A. In this case, 1 <j<m, 16163, 
0 d k d n and h E (0, 1). The difference lx - yl is equal to (j, 1, n - k, l(1 - h)). If 
yj.l${x,,X,}, then IX - YI E TC c T,u. If yj,, = xk then xk must be true. In this case, we 
obtain h = 0 and lx - yl E T, c T,,,. If yj., = xk then xk must be false. Then, we get 
h = 1 and Ix - yl E T6 c T,,,. 
Using this case analysis, we obtain that fis a T-coloring. Since in the last clause 
y,. 1 is true, we get f(n + 3 + m) = (m, l,n,21). Then, we obtain SP~,~(K,,+,,,+~) d 
(m, l,n, 21). 
3.2. Second direction 
Now, we suppose that f is a T-coloring for a complete graph with n + m + 3 
vertices and span bounded by (m, 1, n, 21). Using Lemma 2.1, we assume that f is 
a minimal T-coloring. We denote by A the set of colors used in J: Since f is minimal, 
we have 0 E A and A\(O) c T,,,. 
In the following, we analyze the structure of this color set A. First, we 
consider the form of set A intersected with T,, T, and T1uT2. Next, we 
analyze which combinations of colors in different sets Ti and Tj, i #j are possible 
or not. 
Given IAl >n + m + 3 we prove that A c T1uT3uT4u(0) or that 
A c T,uT,uT,u{O}. Then, we transform a feasible color set A c T,uT,uT,u{O} 
into a feasible color set A’ c T1uT3uT4u{O}. Last, we construct for such a color set 
a truth assignment which verifies all clauses. 
Step 1. We start with the analysis of the structure of the color set A intersected with 
T,, T5 and TIuT2. 
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Lemma 3.2. ‘Let A be a set of colors used in a T-coloring with An T6 # 0. Then, either 
there is a sequence 1 1, ,.., l,withlj~(1,2,3} d an an integer k,O d k Q n and an integer 
h E (0, l} such that 
AnTe c {(j,lj,k, lh)ll <j Gm} 
or there is a sequence ho, . . . , h, with hk E (0, l} and an integer j, 1 < j d m and an integer 
1 E { 1,2,3} such that 
AnT, c {(j,l,k,lh,)lO < k < n}. 
Proof. Let x = (j,l,k,lh)EA and y = (j’,l’,k’,lh’)EA with x > y. 
Case 1: j > j’. If h # h’ then we get a disallowed distance, because the last two digits 
in lx - yl are 01 or 99. If h = h’ and k # k’, the last two digits are 00 and the third 
vector component in lx - yl is unequal to 0. In this case, Ix - yl$T5 and, therefore, 
lx - yl is not allowed. Therefore, for j > j’ we must have k = k’ and h = h’. 
Case 2: j = j’. If 1 # 1’ then the second vector component in (x - y( is 1 or 2. Since 
the first vector component is 0, we get a disallowed distance. This implies that for 
j = j’ we must have 1 = 1’ and k # k’. 
Using these observations, there are only two possibilities for the set AnT, de- 
scribed above. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let A be a set of colors used in a T-coloring, with An T5 # 8. Then, there 
is a sequence lo, ... > 1 m-2 with ljE(O, . . . ,5) such that AnT, is a subset of the set 
{(j,8 + lj,O,O)lO 6 j d m - 2}u{(m, l,O,O)}. 
Proof. Let us assume that x = (j, 8 + l,O, 0) E A and that y = (j, 8 + l’, 0,O) E A with 
0 d 1 # 1’ 6 5. In this case, the difference of lx - yl is given by (0, 11 - l’l,O, 0). Since 
0 < 11 - 1’1 < 5, the difference is not allowed. From this observation, we obtain 
directly the assertion above. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a set of colors used in a T-coloring with An T4 # 0. Then there is 
a sequence 1 1, . ,I, with ljE{l,2,3) such that 
AnT4 c {(j,lj,n,21)11 <j < m}. 
Proof. Let x = (j, 1, n,21) E A and y = (j, l’,n,21) E A with 1 > l’, Then Ix - yl = 
(0,l - I’, 0,O) is a disallowed distance. Cl 
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a set of colors used in a T-coloring with An T2 # 8. Then, there is 
an integer k,ldk<n, and a sequence ho, . . . . hk-i~{O,1,2} and hk ,..., h,E{O,l) 
such that An(TIuTz) is a subset of the set 
{(O,O,i,99 + hi)10 d i d k - l}u{(O,O,i, lhi)(k < i d n}. 
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Proof. Since AnTz # 8, it follows that An{(O, O,O, lo), (O,O, 0,l l)} = 8. Clearly, at 
most one integer of each set {(O,O, i, 99), (O,O, i + l,O), (O,O, i + 1, l)] for 0 d i < n 
and at most one integer of each set {(O,O, i, lo), (O,O, i, 11)) for 1 < i < n can lie in 
An(TIuT2). 
Let x = (O,O, k, lh) E An T1 and y = (O,O, k’, 99 + h’) E An Tz. If x < y then the last 
two digits of Ix - yl are 88, 89, 90 or 91. Therefore, the difference Ix - yl$T,,, for 
x < y. In other words, we can combine a color x E T, with a color y E T2 only if x > y. 
From this observation, the assertion follows directly. 0 
Step 2. Now, we give the combinations of sets Ti and Tj, i #j, which are possible 
or not. 
Lemma 3.6. Let x,y be two colors in a T-coloring, with x # y, Then, the following 
combinations are not possible. 
(a) x E T1 and y E T5. 
(b) xET2 and yET3. 
(c) x E Tz and y E T4. 
(d) XET~ andyET5. 
(e) XET~ and yET5. 
(f) x E T3 and y E T6. 
Proof. 
Case (a): Let x = (O,O, k, lh) E T1 and y = (j, l,O, 0) E T5. The last two digits in the 
difference ly - XI are either 90 or 89; this depends whether h = 0 or h = 1. In both 
cases, the difference Ix - yl$T,,,. 
Case (b): Let x = (O,O, k, 99 + h) E Tz with h E (0, 1,2} and let y = (O,O, n, 21) E T3. 
Then, the last two digits in Ix - yl are 20, 21 or 22. In other words, the difference 
Ix - yJ is not allowed for each pair x E T2 and y E T3. 
Case (c): In this case, the same argument as in case (b) can be applied. 
Case (d): Let x = (O,O, k,99 + h) E Tz with h E {0,1,2} and let y = (j, l,O,O) E T5. 
For h = 1, the difference Ix - yl is equal to (j,l - 1,10a+’ - k - 1,0) with j or 
l- 1 # 0 where 0 6 k < n - 1. Since 10a+’ - k - 1 > 1, the difference cannot be 
allowed. For h = 0 and h = 2, the last two digits of Ix - yI are either 99 or 01. 
Therefore, Ix - yl$Tall for each pair x E T2 and y E T,. 
Case (e): In this case, the last two digits in Ix - yl are 79. 
Case (f): In this case, the last two digits in Ix - yJ are 89 or 90. 0 
Lemma3.7. Letx=(j,l,k,lh)~Tgandy=(0,O,k’,lh’)~T,andletAbeacolorset 
used in a T-coloring. Zf {x, y} c A, then k = k’ and h = h’. 
Proof. 
Case 1: h’ = 0. If k 3 k’, then Ix - yl = (j, 1, k - k’, Oh). Then, the distance 
Ix - Yl is allowed only if k = k’ and h = 0. For k < k’, we obtain 
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Ix-y1 =(j,l- 1,1v+’ - k’ + k, u) where u E (0, l}. Since k’ - k d n, the third vector 
component of Ix - yl can be bounded as follows: 
lo”+’ > lo”+’ - k’ + k 2 lOa+’ - n. 
Using that n < i. lOa+‘, we get 
loa+’ > lo”+’ -k’+k>$lO”+‘>n. 
In other words, the third vector component of Ix - yl is larger than n and, therefore, 
for k < k’ the distance Ix - yl is not allowed. 
Case 2: h’ = 1. If h = 0 then the last two digits of Ix - yl are 99 and Ix - yl is not 
allowed since j or 1 - 1 # 0. For h = 1 and k > k’, the distance Ix - yl is equal to 
(j, 1, k - k’, 0) and is allowed only if k = k’. For h = 1 and k < k’, using the same 
argument as above, the distance (x - yl#T,i,. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Let x = ( j, 1, k, lh) E T6 and y = ( j’, l’, n, 21) E T4 and let A be a color set 
used in a T-coloring. If {x, y} c A then x < y and 1’ b 1. If {x, y} c A and j’ > j then 
1’ > 1. 
Proof. Let {x, y} c A. If x > y then the last two digits of Ix - yI are 89 or 90. In this 
case, Ix - yl is not allowed. If y > x and 1’ < 1 then 
Ix - yl = (j’ -j - 1,lO + 1’ - 1, n - k, l(1 - h))#T,,,, 
because 10 + 1’ - 1 E {8,9}. If y > x, 1’ > I and j’ > j then 
Ix - y( = (j’ - j,l’ - 1,n - k, l(1 - h)). 
Since the first vector component j’ - j is larger than 1, lx - yl E Tall only if I’ > 1. 0 
Lemma 3.9. Let x = ( j, 1, k, lh) E T6 and y = (j’, l’,O, 0) E T5 and let A be a color set 
used in a T-coloring. Zf y > x, then {x, y> $ A. Zf x > y and Ix - yl < (0,8,0,0) then 
{x,y} c A only ifj = j’ and 1 = 1’. 
Proof. In the first case, the last two digits of Ix - yl are 89 or 90. In the second case, we 
consider the first and second vector component of Ix - yl. Since Ix - yl < (0,&O, 0), 
the first component is zero. Then, we obtain an allowed distance only if 1 = 1’ and 
j =j’. 0 
Lemma 3.10. Let x = (j, 1, n, 21) E T4 and y = (j’, l’, 0,O) E T5 and let A be a color set 
used in a T-coloring. Zf y > x then {x, y} 6 A. 
Proof. If y > x then the last two digits in Ix - yl are 79. Then, Ix - YI#T,,~. 0 
Step 3. Let A be a color set in a minimal T-coloring with IAl > n + m + 3. In the 
following, we prove that A c T,uT,uT,u{Oj or that A c T,uT,uT,u{O}. 
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If A c T~uT,uTsu{O} then we transform A into a feasible color set 
A’ c T1uT3uT4u{O}. 
We show the first assertion by case analysis. 
Case 1: T2nA # 8. Using Lemma 3.6 we get An(T3uT4uT5) = 8. In other words, 
A c TIuTZuT6u{O}. 
Now, we apply Lemma 3.5 and obtain that An(T,uT,) is a subset of 
((O,O,i,99 + hi)\0 < i 6 k - l}u{(O,O,i, lhi)lk < i 6 VI}. 
Using Lemma 3.2, AnT, is a subset either of {(j, lj, k, 1h)ll <j < m} or is a 
subset of {(j, 1, k, lhJl0 6 k < n}. In the first case, at most m + (n + 1) + 1 colors lie 
in A. In the second case, we apply the inequality n < m and obtain at most 
(n -t 1) + (n + 1) + 1 < n + m + 3 colors in A. In both cases, the number of colors 
lying in A is smaller than n + m + 3. This means that T,nA = 8. 
Case 2: TbnA # 8. Using Lemma 3.6, we get TjnA = 8. First, we assume that 
(T,uT,)nA # 8. For (T,uT,)nA = 0, we have A c T,uT,uT,u{O}. 
If T,nA # 0 then using Case (1) we can bound IAl < n + m + 3. Now, we assume 
that T1 nA # 0 and that T,nA = 8. Again, using Lemma 3.6, we obtain 
A c TI~T4uT6u{O~. 
Clearly, there is a sequence ho, . . . , h, E {O, l} with AnT, c {(O,O, k, lh,J(O < k d n}. 
Using Lemma 3.7 and An T, # 8, we must have IAn T1l = 1. Let 
(O,O,k,lh)EAnT,. Then, AnT, can be only a subset of {(j,lj,k,lh)ll 6jdm). In 
addition, using Lemma 3.4, AnT4 c {j, I’j, n,21)11 < j d m}. If x E AnT, and 
y E AnT, then we get x < y by Lemma 3.8. Therefore, the cardinality of A can be 
bounded by 1 + (m + 1) + 1 < n + m + 3. 
Case 3: T,nA # 0. In this case, we obtain using Lemma 3.6 that 
An(T,uTzuT3) = 0. In other words, A c TquTguTgu{O]. 
Case 4: T,nA # 0. Using Lemma 3.6 we have AnT, = 8. For AnTs # 0 we get 
Case 2 and for AnT, = 8 we obtain A c T1uT3uT4u{O}. 
Case 5: T3nA # 0. Using Lemma 3.6, An(T,uT,uT,) = 0 and 
A c T1uT3uT4u{O}. 
Case 6: T4nA # 0. Here, for AnT, # 8, AnT, # 8, AnT, # 8 and AnT6 # 0 we 
obtain the previous Cases 4, 5, 3 and 2, respectively. 
Using these six cases, either A c T1uT3uTqu(O} or A c T4uT,uT6u(0). In the 
following, we consider a set of the second type and transform it to a set of the 
first type. 
LetAcT,uTSuT,u{O}.ForthecasesAnTq=0,AnT5=0andAnT,=0we 
show that the cardinality of A is smaller than m + n + 3. 
If AnT, = 0, then A c T,uT,u{O} and lTsj < m, ITsI d max(m,n + 1) using 
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.2. For IT61 < n + 1, the cardinality of A is directly at most 
m + n + 2. In the other case, using Lemma 3.9 the cardinality can be bounded by 
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/A( < m + 2. Similar arguments work for the cases An T5 = 0 and An T6 = 0 using 
the Lemmas 3.2-3.4, 3.8 and 3.10. 
For the general case we obtain the following intersections AnTk for k = 4,5,6 
illustrated in the next diagram: 
Lemma 3.3 
AnT5c((j,8+<,0,0)}, j=O, . . . . j’. 
\ 
Lemma 3.2 
AnT6 c {(j, lj, k lh)} j = j’ + 1, . . . ,T 
YnT, c {(j; L k, lh,)} 
JE{j’ + 1, . . . ,m> 
Lemma 3.4 
An T4 c {(j, lj, n, 21)) j=j; . . ..m 
(lj = 1 if j = m) 
Lemma 3.9 
Lemma 3.8 
Using Lemma 3.3, AnT, is a subset of 
{(j,8 + <,O,O)lO <j d m - 2}u{(m, l,O,O)}. 
Let x E AnT6 and y E An T5. Then, by Lemma 3.9, we get x > y. Given a color 
z E AnT4 and using Lemma 3.8, we obtain z > x > y. 
In the first case, AnT6 c {(j, lj, k, 1h)ll <j < m}. But in this case, we can bound 
the cardinality of A by 1 + (m + 2) < m + n + 3. In the remaining case, there are 
integers J and t with 1 <J< m, 
-- 
1 < f< 3, such that An T6 c {(j, 1, k, l&l 
0 < k < FI}. 
If J< m, then AnT5 c {(j,S + lj,O,O))O <j <J-- 11. Using Lemma 3.8, it is 
not possible that (m, 1, n, 21) E A. Therefore I Al can be bounded by m + n + 2. If?= m 
then (m, 1, n, 21) E A only if I= 1. Using Lemma 3.9, we obtain that 1,_ 1 = 3 and that 
(m, l,O, 0) E A. Moreover, we can restrict the integers lj E (0, 1,2), 0 < j < m - 2 since 
Km, 1, n, 21) - x14Tan where x E T5 and ljE{3,4,5}. In total, there is a sequence 
IO, . . . . 1,_,~{0,1,2} andasequencehO, . . . . h,~{O,l}suchthat 
A = {(j,8 + lj,O,O)lO <j < m - 2}u{(m, l,k, lhJl0 < k < r~) 
u{(m, L&O), (4 1,421)). 
Now, we apply Lemma 2.2 and generate a feasible color set 
This set A’ satisfies the condition A’ c T1uT~uT~u{O}. 
Step 4. Given a color set A c TIuT,uT4u{O} with IAl > n + m + 3 we construct 
a feasible truth assignment which satisfies all clauses. 
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Clearly, the set A has the following form: 
AnTI = {(O,O,k, lhk)10 d k 6 n}, 
AnT3 = {(0,0,421& 
AnT,={(j,lj,n,21)11 <j<m}. 
In total, IAl = (n + 1) + 1 + m + 1 = n + m + 3. If h, = 0 then we set xk true and if 
hk = 1 then we set xk false. We consider the jth clause Cj = (Yj, 1 V Yj, 2 V Yj, 3). We 
assume that yj,l, E {Xi,%>. Then, 
fi = (j, lj, f7., 21) - (O,O, i, lhi) = (j, lj, n - i, l(1 - hi)). 
If yj.1, = Xi then p E Tall only if hi = 0. In this case, Xi and the clause cj is true. If 
yj,r, = z then p E Tall only if hi = 1. In this case, Xi and the clause cj is true. In total, we 
have a truth assignment which verifies all clauses. This completes the proof of the 
NP-completeness result. 0 
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